Abstract Network-on-Chip (NoC) architectures and three-dimensional (3D) integrated circuits have been introduced as attractive options for overcoming the barriers in interconnect scaling while increasing the number of cores. Combining these two approaches is expected to yield better performance and higher scalability. This paper explores the possibility of combining these two techniques in a heterogeneity aware fashion. Specifically, on a heterogeneous 3D NoC architecture, we explore how different types of processors can be optimally placed to minimize data access costs. Moreover, we select the optimal set of links with optimal voltage levels. The experimental results indicate significant savings in energy consumption across a wide range of values of our major simulation parameters.
Introduction
International technology roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS) projects that the number of cores will continue to increase [1] . As the number of cores increase, interconnect between these cores becomes a major concern. This is even more pronounced when the number of cores is beyond 16 since buses are no longer an option due to physical limitations. Network-on-Chip (NoC) [2] architectures have been proposed to overcome the limitations by using switches and dedicated links between the nodes.
Similarly, 3D Integration is another way of improving interconnection performance/energy, where multiple device layers are stacked together (3D IC) [3] . This trend is driven mostly by greater density, that is, three-dimensional integrated circuits (3D ICs) is one of the only ways to meet the demand for increased transistor density. In addition to the density, 3D ICs also provide heterogeneous integration, on-chip interconnect length reduction, modular and scalable design. NoC architectures have been extended to the third dimension by the help of through silicon vias (TSVs) [4] [5] [6] . 3D NoCs have the potential to achieve better performance with higher scalability and lower power consumption [2, 7] .
Heterogeneity could be at different levels. We, specifically, consider (within the 3D NoC) different types of cores in terms of performance, area, and energy consumption. Having different kinds of cores within the 3D NoC enables a better match for each application according to its processing needs and memory requirements.
There exist several important problems to consider in a heterogeneous 3D CMP connected via an NoC. However, among these, we focus on the problem of node placement, link shut-down, and power management in a heterogeneous NoC based CMP using a compiler analysis technique combined with integer linear programming (ILP). Our specific contributions are:
• An approach that achieves placement of heterogeneous processor cores within the available chip area to minimize data communication and energy.
• An ILP based approach that decides the set of active and powered down links in a heterogeneous 3D NoC for a given application.
• A technique that decides the voltages/frequencies of the active links if the underlying architecture supports link voltage/frequency scaling.
• An approach that divides the mesh into islands and manages link power consumption at an island granularity.
• An experimental evaluation of the proposed ILP based approach using the applications from various benchmarks.
As technology moves towards heterogeneous chip multiprocessors, one of the challenging problems in the context of 3D NoC systems is the placement of processor cores within the available chip area. Focusing on such a heterogeneous 3D NoC, this paper explores how different types of processors can be placed to minimize data access costs.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives the related work on heterogeneous 3D NoCs. Section 3 discusses the overview of our approach.
The details of our ILP (integer linear programming) based formulation are given in Sect. 4 , and an experimental evaluation is presented in Sect. 5. The paper is concluded in Sect. 6.
Related work
3D technologies and the motivation for moving from 2D to 3D is explained in [8] . Vivet et al. [9] present 3D NoC as a promising solution for increased modularity and scalability. They show that an efficient implementation can increase the bandwidth while simplifying the assembly process. 3D NoC topologies explored in [2] , where they compare 3D NoC to 2D NoC considering physical constraints.
Ebrahimi et al. [10] discuss how 3D architectures with a large number of TSVs can be built using mesh-based topologies. In [11] , authors not only reduce the communication delay, but also improve the thermal behavior in a 3D NoC architecture. Coskun et al. [12] propose a dynamic thermally-aware job scheduling technique for 3D architectures to reduce the thermal problems at very low performance cost. AFRA [13] introduces a low cost reliable routing for 3D mesh NoCs. Wu et al. [14] propose a scalable 3D global routing using integer programming. Ozturk et al. [15] explore how processor cores and data blocks can be placed in a 3D architecture.
Our approach is different from these previously proposed techniques since we propose to use heterogeneous processing elements in a 3D NoC architecture and apply voltage scaling both at communication links as well as processing elements. A preliminary version of this work was presented in PDP 2013 [16] , where we only target the placement of heterogeneous processors on a 3D NoC architecture. This paper extends the work presented in PDP 2013 by including communication link energies. Specifically, we shutdown some of the links or voltage scale them if voltage scaling is available. Moreover, we selectively form voltage islands to reduce the area overheads introduced by voltage scaling circuitry. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which performs communication energy optimization for heterogeneous 3D NoC architectures.
Overview of our approach
After a parallelization step, we analyze the set of processor nodes that communicate with each other and this information is then forwarded to the ILP solver. ILP solver determines the set of communication links that should be used. Our approach maximizes the number of unused links and reduces the voltages and frequencies of the used links. Figure 1 illustrates the high level view of a heterogeneous 3D NoC based CMP. While different layers of 3D NoC is connected through TSVs, nodes are connected with network switch/router (represented by R). In the same figure, processor is represented by C PU and memory hierarchy is represented by M H. Each node is connected to its north, south, west and east via the network switches.
In this work, we do not focus on the hardware implementation of link shut down and link voltage scaling; rather we assume that link voltage scaling and link shut down are available as indicated by the previous studies. There are potential overheads, such as area and power, associated with implementing such a scheme. However, as indicated by prior studies, the overheads are minimal [17] . We quantify and elaborate these overheads in the experimental evaluation section.
In order to distribute the data among the processors, we need two types of information: the private data accessed by each processor and the amount of data shared across the processors. We obtain these through representing the data accessed by each processor and each processor pair using Presburger formulas and counting them.
ILP formulation
Our goal in this section is to present an ILP formulation of the problem of minimizing data communication energy of a given application. This is achieved through optimal placement of nodes in a 3D NoC and through communication link utilization. We use a commercial tool [18] to solve our ILP problem.
Energy consumed can be considered in two main categories: actual communication energy represented with E Comm and link energy represented with E Link . We discuss these in the following subsections.
Communication energy consumption
In this subsection, we consider the dynamic communication energy required to execute a given application. We use several decision variables to formulate the problem using ILP. For instance, location of a node n is captured by L variable. More specifically, L n x,y,z , indicates whether node n is on the grid location (x, y, z). We capture the distance between two nodes by using binary variables dx i, j,x , dy i, j,y , dz i, j,z , where they indicate the distances on x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis, respectively.
Distances between nodes can easily be captured using the location binary variables. We express the layer-to-layer distance as:
Similarly, for in-layer distances dx and dy are also captured. Our cost function is defined as the sum of the data communication loads in both vertical and horizontal dimensions. More specifically, we denote the total data communication using Comm H and Comm V for horizontal, and vertical communication costs, respectively:
Affinity, expressed with A e,i, j , indicates the communication load between the nodes i and j during epoch e. Note that, in the above expressions, we sum over all the epochs (1 . . . E) present in the application. Therefore, our communication energy consumption due to actual communication can be expressed as:
Note that, in expression 4, the difference between horizontal and vertical communication costs is captured by the θ parameter which is conservatively set to 0.2 in our baseline implementation. More specifically, accessing a data from a neighboring node on the same layer is five times costlier than accessing a neighbor on a different layer. While the former requires in-layer communication channels, the latter uses TSVs. Although we use 0.2 as the default value, the θ parameter can be exercised and the most suitable value can be obtained. e,i indicates whether node i is used for the communication from a to b during epoch e.
Link energy consumption
We decide whether a node participates at the communication by using X [a,b] e,i variable. More specifically, a node participates at the communication if a neighbor is part of this communication and the link connecting these two nodes is active (not shutdown). We use a different 0-1 variable to capture the activity of a link. In mathematical terms, for all neighboring nodes in the 3D NoC, we have:
is active during epoch e 0, otherwise.
Recall that, in our 3D NoC based CMP architecture, there are bi-directional links between neighboring nodes denoted by i → j. These links can be active in one epoch of the program and inactive during the next one. This enables us to control the 3D NoC according to different epoch communication patterns.
As explained earlier, in order to include a node in a communication activity, we need to ensure that a neighbor is part of the communication and the connecting link is active. These constraints can be expressed as follows:
where i and j are neighbors.
Nodes that are on the borders of the 3D NoC have a subset of these constraints (depending on their specific locations).
We also need to capture the link state transitions (i.e., shutdowns and startups). It might be possible to hide the performance overhead due to these activations/deactivations by using a preactivation strategy (i.e., by activating a link slightly ahead of time before it is really needed so that it will be ready when it is needed). However, the energy overheads occurred due to such activities cannot be hidden. To capture this overhead, we use AC e,i→ j and DC e,i→ j for activation (startup) and deactivation (shutdown), respectively.
Since we shut down some of the communication links in the mesh based 3D NoC architecture and try to reduce the number of links used, our ILP based technique may return a solution that demands a higher link sharing than the original case. This, in turn, can affect the performance of the application and, eventually, result in higher energy consumption. Therefore, we limit the number of communications exercising the same communication link (within a given epoch).
In order to count the number of communication patterns that exercise a given link, we need to capture the links that are used for implementing each communication pattern. To achieve this, we define:
We next give our link energy cost function as the sum of the active communication links, which are captured by the E e,i→ j binary variables. More specifically, our link energy function can be expressed as follows:
In the above expression, α and β capture the weights of link activation and deactivation, respectively (i.e., architecture specific transition costs).
Using both communication energy and link energy, we can express the objective function as
4.3 Discussion
Recall that, our goal so far is to shut down as many communication links as possible to reduce energy consumption (under performance bounds). We can further increase energy savings by scaling voltages and frequencies of the active links whenever it is possible to do so. Voltage/frequency scaling of communication links should be done with care though, as it can increase communication latencies significantly. However, our observation is that, the communication patterns in a given epoch of a communication graph can be divided into two groups: critical communication(s) and non-critical communications. The former represents the communications that last the longest, whereas the latter represents the remaining ones. In fact, in most communication epochs, there is only a single critical communication. A key observation is that; noncritical communications can be delayed as long as their latency do not exceed that of the critical communication(s). Therefore, the energy consumption of the active links, onto which non-critical communications are mapped, can be reduced through voltage/frequency scaling. With this observation, we modify our problem formulation to include voltage/frequency scaling in the communication links. This part of our approach starts with the communication link information returned by the link shutdown approach explained in the previous section (i.e., the set of used/unused links). Using this input, we identify the critical communication patterns and scale voltages and frequencies of the links that are used for non-critical communications.
We formulated this approach by modifying the variables captured by binary variable E e,i→ j . Recall that, earlier, this variable is used to indicate whether the associated link is on or off. To formulate voltage scaling, we expand this binary variable to E e,v,i→ j to indicate whether the given link is assigned voltage level v (and the corresponding frequency). In other words, we have: In order to enforce this last requirement, we need to include the following constraint:
In addition to variable E v,i→ j , we need to modify U E [a,b] e,i→ j to include different voltage levels, for different neighboring nodes:
In the above expression T (e, p) indicates the latency incurred to perform the communication for pattern This constraint enables us to voltage scale only the (links used by the) communication patterns that are not in the critical path within an epoch. Since we do not voltage scale for the patterns that are in the critical path, we will not incur any additional performance overhead due to voltage scaling. It is important to note that, if desired, this formulation can easily be modified to work under a performance degradation bound; that is, allowing a certain increase in the latency of the critical communication pattern.
A potential overhead introduced by link voltage scaling is the area overhead incurred by the voltage/frequency scaling circuit required for every link in the 3D NoC. In order to reduce this area overhead, recent architectures define voltage regions (also called voltage islands [19] ), which use the same voltage level for a certain region of the 3D NoC. This way, instead of using one voltage/frequency scaling circuit per link, we are able to use one scaling circuit per region, thereby saving considerable amount of die area. We can extend our baseline formulation by introducing a new voltage level variable for each region, R e,v,r . We assume that the region information (partitioning) is given as input to our ILP formulation, which basically specifies the links and nodes that are part of each region. For each region, we need to assign a unique voltage level as in the case of a link (in our baseline formulation). We can write:
The next question to address is how to select the voltage level for a specific region. In our implementation, we conservatively select the highest voltage level (when all the links within that region are considered) in order not to introduce any performance overhead which could be caused by a critical path in a given pattern.
where
Above formulation assigns the highest voltage level (among those demanded by the links in the region) to the region. Additionally, we need to modify the constraint given before as follows:
+R e,v,r − 2, ∀e, r, i, j, a, b, v such that i → j ∈ r. (13) This constraint ensures that U E [a,b] e,v,i→ j values are assigned such that the region's voltage level is used for that specific link given by i → j.
Note that, in our ILP formulation, we employ area and distance as two main constraints, whereas performance, energy, and communication bandwidth and other possible constraints are left out. For example, depending on the switch present in a node, bandwidth available to the connected links will be limited. Our ILP formulation, in its current form, does not cover this constraint. However, our formulation can easily be modified to include such constraints. In addition to additional constraints, our ILP formulation can also be modified to optimize for a different objective function instead of data communication energy.
Experimental evaluation
To test the effectiveness of our ILP-based approach, we performed experiments using a set of array-based applications. The compiler part of our approach (interprocessor communication extraction) has been implemented using SUIF [20] . We used Xpress-MP [18] as our ILP solver. The solution times we experienced varied between 27.4 s and 4.6 min (over 90 % of our compilation times are spent within the ILP solver). We used Orion [21] , an architectural level dynamic power simulator that is capable of providing detailed power estimates and performance results, to simulate link power consumption behavior. We enhanced the simulator with static (leakage) power models. While our main focus in this work is on reducing communication energy consumption through accurate node placement, link shutdown, and link voltage/frequency scaling, it is also important to consider the chip-wide energy impact, including not only communication energy but also computation and memory access energies as well. Using the default simulation parameters shown in Table 1 and a complete simulation environment that uses both SIMICS (for processor simulation) and Orion (for network simulation), we found that the 3D NoC energy consumption constitutes about 29 % of total on-chip energy consumption for our benchmarks, assuming that each CPU can issue two instructions at each cycle, and has 32KB software-managed local memory. As a result, one can expect decent chip-wide savings if the 3D NoC energy consumption can be cut significantly. Table 2 gives important statistics on our benchmark codes. In this table, the third and fourth columns show the total number of communication messages issued at the source code level and total inter-processor communication volume, respectively. The next column lists the link energy consumption when no power management scheme is employed, and the last column gives the total execution cycles for the benchmarks. The numbers under the fifth and sixth columns are obtained using the default values of the simulation parameters listed in Table 1 . Figure 2 gives the energy consumption results when our approaches are used. Unless otherwise stated, in this and all other graphs that show energy, the results are given as normalized values, with respect to the case where no node placement and no link energy optimization is applied. Also, as our performance bound, we set S limit to the average number of messages that share a link in the original case (without any rerouting). The first bar in Fig. 2 shows the results when only link shutdown combined scaling/shutdown are 26.27 and 38.50 %, respectively. Although we do not present detailed performance results, with the performance bound mentioned above, our approach incurred only around 1.5 % performance degradation on average; the leakage impact of this is also included in our energy results. Even when preactivation is not employed, the average performance overhead was only 1.7 %. In our first set of sensitivity experiments, we study the impact of the number of voltage/frequency levels on our energy savings. Recall that the default number of voltage/frequency levels was 4. Figure 3 gives the results when the number of voltage/frequency levels is varied between 2 and 16. In obtaining the results with k voltage/frequency levels, we divided the [0.8 V, 1.4 V] voltage range into k and, for each voltage value, we used the corresponding frequency value. The graph in Fig. 3 also shows the results of a hypothetical case with continuous voltage scaling in the range [0.8 V, 1.4 V], i.e., when we have an infinite number of voltages (with their corresponding frequencies) available in that range. We see from these results that, while increasing the number of voltage/frequency levels initially brings substantial benefits, the additional savings start to diminish dramatically when we reach a certain number (of levels). In fact, the results with 16 voltage/frequency levels and infinite number of levels are almost the same (with the average energy savings of 53.22 and 54.14 %, respectively).
Our next set of experiments is designed to investigate the impact of the 3D NoC size on our results. The original mesh size used in our experiments so far was two layers of 5 × 5. First, we only change the NoC size in a layer while keeping the number of layers fixed at 2. The results shown in Fig. 4 indicate that the savings from both link shutdown and voltage scaling increase as we increase the mesh size. This is because an increased mesh size results in more sparse use of communication links (i.e., the links usage frequency gets reduced), thereby creating better opportunities for both link shutdown and voltage scaling. We see from these results that the average energy savings with a 7 × 7 mesh 3D NoC are 34.53 and 45.56 % for link shutdown and voltage scaling, respectively. Average Energy Savings Percentage
Number of Layers
Next, we explore the effect of number of layers, while keeping the NoC size within a layer as 5 × 5. Figure 5 shows the energy savings when the number of layers vary from 1 to 5. As can be seen from this figure, with a single layer (a 2D NoC), there are still energy savings but it is a lot less compared to higher number of layers. As the number of layers increase energy savings also increase, however the energy reductions brought by an additional layer keeps dropping. Note that, we do not apply any temperature bound in implementing these multiple layers which can potentially drop these savings further.
We now study the impact of dividing the mesh into islands and managing link power consumption at an island granularity (as discussed at the end of Sect. 4). That is, the links in each island are assigned a single voltage/frequency, in order to minimize the potential area/placement overheads of having too many voltage/frequency scaling circuits (when we have a separate circuit for each and every link). The graph in Fig. 6 shows the results when we have only two islands (i.e., the mesh area is divided into two parts, and the links in a given island are controlled together using a single scaling circuit) and five islands (i.e., each row in the 5 × 5 mesh has its own scaling circuit). The graph also reproduces the results with our default configuration where each link is controlled independently. We see from these results that, as expected, a smaller number of islands translate to lower energy savings. However, we also see that even with two islands, the average energy savings obtained through voltage scaling is about 17 %; that is, link voltage scaling is still quite effective.
The savings achieved by our results also depend on the code and data mapping scheme used. Recall that our default mapping schemes have been explained earlier in Sect. 3. To study the impact of a different mapping, we also performed experiments when the data manipulated by the application are mapped to the memories of the CMP nodes in a fashion different from our default mapping (the computation mapping though still used the owner-computes rule). We found that the results with these new mappings are within (2 %) of those obtained using our original mapping. Also, since our approach uses profile data for integer benchmarks, we performed experiments with different inputs for these benchmarks and found that our results are consistent (within 1 %) across different input sets (we tried three different input sets for each integer benchmark).
We, next, compare the savings obtained using our approach to those obtained using two heuristic schemes. Figure 7 presents the average energy savings (over all benchmark codes in our experimental suite) using the default values of our simulation parameters. The specific link shutdown heuristic used is from [22] and the specific voltage scaling heuristic is from [23] . We see from this figure that, while the heuristic schemes perform very well, there is still a gap between them and the ILP based schemes, motivating for further research on developing better heuristics. This gap increases with the heterogeneous case as opposed to the homogeneous case. We evaluate the effect of link energy optimization on area with varying mesh sizes in Fig. 8 . The area overheads are estimated using an implementation on an FPGA. As can be seen from this graph, voltage scaling require substantial circuits to support voltage and frequency changes. Therefore, area overhead of link shutdown and voltage scaling is much more compared to only applying link shutdown (4.2 versus 14.3 % for a 7 × 7 mesh).
Our last set of experiments compare the performance degradation caused by the proposed schemes. Figure 9 shows the performance overhead normalized with respect to no energy optimization case. Performance overhead (increase in the execution latency) due to link shut down (LS) is higher compared to voltage scaling (LS + VS) due to delays inherent in state transitions between on and off states. Our schemes are accompanied with minimal impact on performance, ranging from 6.2 to 19.7 % for LS and Note that, we obtain the aforementioned energy savings with no degradation in network throughput.
Conclusion
Global interconnect problem has become more important with the increase in the number of processor cores in chip multiprocessing. 3D designs and NoC architectures have been unified as 3D NoCs to overcome the interconnect scaling bottleneck. We try to map heterogeneous processors onto the given 3D chip area with minimal data communication costs. Moreover, we try to achieve link power reduction through communication link shutdown and voltage/frequency scaling. We formulated this problem using ILP and solved it using a commercial solver. Our experiments show that the ILP based schemes generate very impressive results as far as energy reduction is concerned.
Our approach also provides a bar against heuristic schemes.
